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attract verb [transitive]
to make someone interested in something so that
they do it or come to see or hear it
The show attracts viewers from all walks of life.

organiser noun [count]
someone who makes all the arrangements for an
event or activity, especially as a job
a conference/party organizer

activity noun [count]
something that you do because you enjoy it or
because it is interesting
Guests can enjoy plenty of activities, like
swimming, surfing, and horse-riding, leisure
activities

outdoor adjective [only before noun]
done outside
outdoor activities such as walking and camping

circus [noun]
a group of people, and usually animals, that travels
from place to place and entertains people by
performing skilful or funny movements and tricks
The kids want us to take them to the circus again.
comedy [noun]
a type of entertainment intended to make people
laugh
countryside noun [uncount]
the area outside towns and cities, with farms,
fields, and trees
There is growing concern over the future of the
countryside.
farm noun [count]
an area of land used for growing crops or keeping
animals
on a farm: Patrick worked on a neighbouring
farm.

popular adj
a popular activity, place, thing etc is one that many
people like
What is the most popular leisure pastime after
watching television?
security noun [uncount]
the department within an organization that protects
buildings and workers
sell out verb [intransitive]
when all the tickets for a performance, sports event
etc. are sold
The tickets had sold out within a few short hours.
theatre noun [count]
a building, room, or outside area used for
performing plays
We’re going to the theatre tonight.
wellie noun [count]
a rubber or plastic boot that does not let water in

fashionable adj
popular at a particular time
Gardening has become very fashionable.
fashionable clothes
festival noun [count]
a series of performances of films, plays, music, or
dancing that is usually organized in the same place
at the same time each year
a film/music/dance/theatre festival
muddy adj
covered with mud, or full of mud (very soft wet
earth)
muddy boots
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